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Summary

In this paper, we describe a parallel adaptive mesh refinement strategy for two-phase
flows using tetrahedral meshes. The proposed methodology consists of combining a
conservative level-set method with tetrahedral adaptive meshes within a finite vol-
ume framework. Our adaptive algorithm applies a cell-based refinement technique
and adapts the mesh according to physics-based refinement criteria defined by the
two-phase application. The new adapted tetrahedral mesh is obtained from mesh
manipulations of an input mesh: operations of refinement and coarsening until a
maximum level of refinement is achieved. For the refinement method of tetrahedral
elements, geometrical characteristics are taking into consideration to preserve the
shape quality of the subdivided elements. The present method is used for the simula-
tion of two-phase flows, with surface tension, to show the capability and accuracy of
3D adapted tetrahedral grids to bring new numerical research in this context. Finally,
the applicability of this approach is shown in the study of the gravity-drivenmotion of
a single bubble/droplet in a quiescent viscous liquid on regular and complex domains.

KEYWORDS:
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1 INTRODUCTION

Applications in the nuclear, chemical and nano industry involving coiled flow tubes or micro-devices lead to the challenge of
designing systems of two-phase flowswhere the systems present complex geometries1. Computationally modeling these systems
are a challenging topic due to the multi-scale nature of this phenomenon. A good strategy to efficiently solve these problems
is the use of numerical algorithms for unstructured meshes, where governing equations of two-phase flows can be accurately
solved in complex computational domains. Therefore, the primary purpose of this work is the development of a finite-volume
tetrahedral adaptive mesh refinement algorithm for two-phase flows, with surface tension, in complex domains.
Two-phase flows modeling requires numerical tools to properly identify the interface between fluids. On this context, inter-

face capturing methods have been developed for Direct numerical simulation (DNS) of multiphase applications such as bubbles,
droplets, or jets. In the literature, we can find the Front Tracking method (FT)2,3, Volume-of-Fluid (VOF)4,5,6, Standard Level-
Set (LS)7,8,9, coupled VOF-LS10,11,12,13 and Conservative Level-Set (CLS)14,15,16 as some of the most common methodologies
used for interface capturing. Even though eachmethod has its advantages and disadvantages, one of the main issues that can arise
is the mass conservation of fluid phases and accurate computation of curvatures. Lately, a finite-volume CLS method for two-
phase flows on unstructured grids with surface tension has been proposed by Balcázar et al.16, and further extended to interfacial
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flows with variable surface tension13, bubbly flows17,18,19,20, and interfacial heat/mass transfer19,20. Whereas the finite-volume
approach leads to the satisfaction of the integral forms of the conservation laws over the entire domain, the unstructured CLS
method has further advantages such as numerical stability at high physical properties ratios (density and viscosity), mass con-
servation of fluid phases, accurate computation of surface tension, and efficient parallelization, as demonstrated in our previous
works16,18,21,13,17,19,20.
A shortcoming on two-phase flows modeling is the extensive use of computational resources on tetrahedral grids, where most

of the grid elements should be near the interface between phases. This issue can be solved with the use of Adaptive Mesh Refine-
ment (AMR), initially introduced by22,23,24, where enough grid resolution can be achieved following a refinement/coarsening
criteria. Several methods have been developed concerning the AMR for triangular and tetrahedral meshes using bisection, re-
meshing and regular refinement, where an overview of the advances on this topic during the recent years can be found in25. On
the context of using AMR for tetrahedral meshes for multiphase and turbulent problems, many authors have developed some
methods for the applications mentioned above. For single-phase flows26,27,28 proposed an unstructured adaptive meshing method
for finite element discretization using error control. Moreover, unstructured adaptive refinement with level-set methods were
developed using adaptive re-meshing with finite volume29,30,31,32 and finite element33,34 discretization methods. In addition,
element subdivision methods have been developed on unstructured meshes for different discretization methods, being the finite
element the most widely applied35,36,37,38, which have been used for different applications. One concern around these methods
is the resulting non-conforming meshes which have been solved with algorithms to ensure a conforming mesh. Another issue
is the mesh quality resulting from the refinement methods, which is of importance due to poor quality elements can produce
numerical errors in the solution procedure39,40. A solution to this problem is the use of specific geometric criteria on the selection
of the refinement mechanism that will lead to a quality change bounded to certain limits41. Furthermore, the main limitations
on tetrahedral AMR are the achievement of accurate and non-expensive 3D simulations, the application of this methodology to
unsteady problems, the diminishing of the mesh quality that can introduce numerical errors and the use of conforming meshes.
In this work, we want to present a new methodology which incorporates a parallel AMR method for tetrahedral meshes on

a finite-volume framework for two-phase flows on collocated unstructured meshes. This approach allows the use of regular
refinement and non-conformed meshes. Moreover, a process to ensure an optimal tetrahedral quality, during the refinement
step, will be followed. Finally, this method will be tested in the solution of two-phase flows, involving surface tension, using a
conservative level set method on regular and complex domains.
The paper is organized as follows. The mathematical formulation and the numerical method used are described in Section 2.

The Adaptive Mesh Refinement algorithm for tetrahedral meshes is described in Section 3. Validations with the simulation of a
gravity-driven bubble/droplet on complex domains are discussed in Section 4. Section 5 summarizes the numerical method and
the results outlined in the paper.

2 MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND NUMERICAL METHODS

2.1 Incompressible two-phase flow
The governing equations for momentum and mass conservation of two immiscible incompressible and Newtonian fluids are
given by the Navier-Stokes equations defined for the so-called one-fluid formulation42,43,44,3,16:

)
)t
(�v) + ∇ ⋅ (�vv) = −∇p + ∇ ⋅ �

(

∇v + (∇v)T
)

+ �g + ��n�Γ, (1)

∇ ⋅ v = 0, (2)
where � is dynamic viscosity, � is density, p is pressure, v is velocity field, g is gravity acceleration, the super-index T represents
the transpose operator, �Γ is a Dirac delta function at the interface Γ, � is the surface tension coefficient, � is the curvature of
the interface, and n denotes the normal unit vector on the interface. Moreover, physical parameters vary across the interface, as
follows:

� = �1H1 + �2(1 −H1) (3)
� = �1H1 + �2(1 −H1),
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with �1, �2 and �1, �2 being the viscosities and densities of both fluids, respectively.H1 is the Heaviside step function defined
as one at fluid 1, and zero elsewhere. Furthermore, physical properties are smoothed following the CLS method for unstructured
meshes at the discretized level16.

2.2 Conservative level set, surface tension and regularization of fluid properties
The CLSmethod14,16, as introduced by Balcázar et al.16 in the framework of the finite-volume approach and unstructuredmeshes
is employed in this research. The CLS method uses a regularized indicator function, �:

�(x, t) = 1
2

(

tanℎ
(

d(x, t)
2"

)

+ 1
)

, (4)

where d(x, t) is a signed distance function8, " = 0.5ℎ0.9 sets the profile thickness, ℎ is the local grid size defined in this work as
the average distance between the local cell-centroid and neighbor cell-centroids with common face around the local cell19. The
interface Γ is defined by the iso-surface � = 0.5:

Γ = {x ∣ �(x, t) = 0.5}. (5)

Since the conservative level-set function is advected by the fluid velocity field, an interface transport equation is required:
)�
)t
+ ∇ ⋅ �v = 0. (6)

The conservative level-set function must be reinitialized to keep a constant interface thickness and profile, with the next
equation16:

)�
)�

+ ∇ ⋅ �(1 − �)n|�=0 = ∇ ⋅ "∇�, (7)

which is advanced for the pseudo-time � up to achieve the steady state. The compressive term, ∇ ⋅ �(1 − �)n|�=0, compress the
CLS function along the interface normal vector (n|�=0). The diffusion term, ∇ ⋅ "∇�, keeps the CLS profile with a thickness
proportional to " (see Eq.(4)). As introduced in16, " is included inside the divergence operator. Indeed, at the discretized level its
value at cell-faces ("f ) is linearly interpolated. The surface tension force at the interface is modeled via the continuous surface
force model (CSF)43. Therefore, ��n�Γ is turned to a volume force as follows16,13:

��n�Γ = ��(�)∇�, (8)
where �(�) and n are given by

n = ∇�
||∇�||

, (9)

�(�) = −∇ ⋅ n. (10)
As proposed by 16,13,19, curvature is computed at the cell ΩP as �P = −V −1

P
∑

f nf ⋅ Af , where f denotes the faces on the
surface of ΩP , subindex P denotes the current cell, Af is the face-area vector pointing outside ΩP , and VP is the volume of
ΩP . Finite-volume discretization of surface tension force (Eq.(8)), as well as technical details on the regularization of the Dirac
delta function, are reported in our previous works19,13,16. Finally, fluid properties are regularized using the level-set function, as
follows,

� = �1� + �2(1 − �), (11)
� = �1� + �2(1 − �).

The reader is referred to16,13,19 for further details on the unstructured CLS method used in this work.

2.3 Numerical methods
The governing equations have been discretized by a finite-volume (FV) approach on collocated unstructured meshes as first
introduced by16,13,17,19, which is coupled with the tetrahedral AMR framework. In what follows, the numerical approach is
reviewed for the sake of completeness.
The convective term of momentum equation (Eq.(12)) and interface transport equation (Eq.(6)), ∇ℎ ⋅ (� v), is discretized by

a Total Variation Diminishing (TVD) Superbee flux-limiter scheme for unstructured meshes proposed by Balcázar et al.19,16.
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Indeed, at the discretized level,  f =  Cp + 0.5L(�f )( Dp
−  Cp)

16,19, subindex Dp denotes the downwind point, Cp denotes
the upwind point, Up denotes the far-upwind point,  = {ui, �}, ui denotes the cartesian components of v, �f = {�f , 1}, vf is
interpolated by Eq.(15), L(�f ) is the flux limiter, as defined in19. Diffusive terms of transport equations are discretized using
a central difference scheme, including non-orthogonal correction (Scheme DS1, Appendix A of19). The compressive term in
the re-initialization equation (Eq.(7)) can be computed by a central-difference scheme, or equivalently by linear interpolation
of the compressive variable (�(1 − �)) at the cell-faces, as detailed in Appendix A of19. The latter approach is selected in this
research. Further technical details as well as an assessment of convective schemes and diffusive schemes on unstructured fixed
meshes can be found in19. A comparison between different convective schemes using tetrahedral AMR is presented in Section
4.2.1. Gradients, (∇ )P , are computed at cell centroids by using the least-squares method16, based on a wide and symmetric
stencil that includes the cell-nodes around the vertexes of the current cellΩP as proposed in16, which is weighted by the inverse
distance between the current cell-centroid (xP ) and the neighboring points (xi). The effect of weighting factor in computation
of gradients by using the least-squares method is assessed in20. In this work, variables at the cell-faces, e.g., {�f , "f ,nf , ...},
are linearly interpolated (Eq.(60) Appendix A of19), by using a distance-weighted coefficient unless otherwise stated, whereas
density at cell-faces (�f ) is computed by arithmetic average16,19. The fractional step projection method45,46 is used for solving
the pressure-velocity coupling. For present simulations, time integration of predictor step and corrector step is performed by
employing a first-order Euler method:

�v∗ − �nvn
Δt

= An + Dn + �g + ��∇ℎ(�), (12)

v = v∗ − Δt
�
∇ℎ(p), (13)

where super-index n indicates the previous time step, v∗ is the predicted velocity, v is the corrected velocity, A = −∇ℎ ⋅ (�vv),
and D = ∇ℎ ⋅ (�((∇ℎv) + (∇ℎv)T )) are explicitly calculated, (∇ℎv)T is evaluated by the least-squares method16.
Coupling the free-divergence velocity constraint with Eq. (13), a Poisson equation for the pressure field is derived,

∇ℎ ⋅
(

1
�
∇ℎ(p)

)

= 1
Δt
∇ℎ ⋅ (v∗) , e)Ω ⋅ ∇ℎp|)Ω = 0. (14)

where e)Ω is a unit normal vector pointing outside the domain surface )Ω. The finite-volume discretization of Eq.( 14), as detailed
in16, leads to a linear systemMp = b, which is solved by using a preconditioned conjugate gradient method47,48. Indeed, in this
work, an equivalent linear system P−1Mp = P−1b is solved, where P = diag{M} is the so-called Jacobi pre-conditioner48.
In order to satisfy the incompressible constraint (Eq.(2)), and to avoid pressure-velocity decoupling on collocated grids49,50,

a cell face velocity vf is defined as follows13,16:

vf =
∑

q∈{P ,F }

1
2

(

vq +
Δt
�q
(∇ℎp)q

)

− Δt
�f
(∇ℎp)f , (15)

where P and F are indicating the adjacent cell nodes to the face f . Eq.(15) can be equivalently expressed in terms of the volume
flux vf ⋅ Af , mass flux �fvf ⋅ Af , or normal velocity vf ⋅ ef ; where Af = ef ||Af || is the area vector, and ef is a unit normal
vector pointing outside the current cell ΩP 19. The reader is referred to Appendix B of13 for additional details on the origin of
Eq. (15). The time step Δt, restricted by CFL and stability conditions43, is given by:

Δt = CΔtmin

(

ℎ
||v||

,
�ℎ2

�
,
(

ℎ
||g||

)1∕2

, ℎ3∕2
(

�1 + �2
4��

)1∕2
)

, (16)

where CΔt = 0.1 for the current method and ℎ is defined as the characteristic size of the control volume P , which is calculated as
an average of the distances between the centroid of P and the neighbor cells centroids, unless otherwise stated. Finally, a TVD
Runge-Kutta method51 is employed for time integration of advection Eq.(6) and re-initialization Eq.(7). The re-initialization
Eq.(7) time step is restricted by its viscous term as followsΔ� = C�min{(ℎ2)∕"}, where C� is taken to be ∼ 0.0516,19. In present
simulations, one iteration of the re-initialization equation (Eq.(7)) per physical time-step is enough to keep the CLS profile.
The numerical algorithms have been implemented in a parallel C++/MPI platform called TermoFluids52. Furthermore, the

unstructured finite-volume CLS method has been extensively verified and validated with several results from the literature,
including dam-break16, rising bubbles16,21,53,54, bubbly flows17,18,19, droplet collision against a fluid-fluid interface and droplets
bouncing collision18, thermocapillary-driven motion of deformable fluid particles13, Taylor bubbles55, atomization of a liquid-
gas jet56,57, non-Newtonian two-phase flow58, and mass transfer from bubble swarms19,20. Therefore, this research can be
considered as a further step in the development of numerical methodologies to solve two-phase flows on complex geometries,
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FIGURE 1 Illustration of the regular refinement and octree data structure for 3D tetrahedral meshes

with the aid of a finite-volume/level-set method introduced by19,17,13,16, and an adaptive tetrahedral-mesh refinement method
proposed in this work.

3 ADAPTIVE MESH REFINEMENT FOR TETRAHEDRAL MESHES

The present computational approach uses an adaptive mesh refinement algorithm based on an octree data structure and regular
refinement for 3D tetrahedral meshes (See figure 1). This method generates a unit mesh according to a prescribed physics-
based criterion. The newly adapted mesh is obtained from an input mesh through some geometrical manipulations: operations
of refinement and coarsening until a maximum level of refinement is achieved. This methodology is a further step to extend
our previous work about the development of AMR algorithms on hexahedral meshes59,56,57,54,60 to tetrahedral meshes for the
solution of computational fluid dynamics problems on complex domains.

3.1 Mesh definition and domain decomposition
For the AMR method described here, we will shortly explain the primary inputs that we need to execute our algorithm and how
it is implemented on our multi-physics unstructured CFD code. The mesh used for numerical simulation is based on three main
elements: vertex, faces, and cells. Each of these items keeps a local and global identification number (id). For example, element
cell keeps the information related to the id of its faces and vertex; element face stores the id of its vertices and the id of the cells
that are sharing this face, and element vertex stores the spatial coordinates.
With this mesh representation, the non-conformed elements are allowed in our unstructured CFD code. In the present AMR

method, the transition cells that appear between refinement levels will create a tetrahedral cell with more faces and vertices than
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FIGURE 2 Illustration of the 2D planar representation of non-conformed elements

a regular one (see Figure 2). Our unstructured CFD code will represent this cell as a polyhedron, and the numerical schemes
described in Section 2.3 allow the use of this element.

3.2 Algorithm description and parallelization strategy
The tetrahedral AMR is added in the global algorithm for the unstructured CLS method16, and the tetrahedral AMR loop is
reinitialized when the bubble centroid has advanced a distance equal to the minimum grid size of the computational domain Ω.
The global tetrahedral AMR-CLS algorithm follows the next steps:

1. Compute the minimum grid size ℎmin in Ω and the initial position of the bubble centroid bco.

2. Compute Δt by Eq. (16).

3. Solve level-set advection Eq. (6) and re-initialization Eq. (7).

4. Physical properties (�, �) are updated according to Section 2.2

5. Compute v∗, p, v and vf by the fractional-step method as in Section 2.3: Eq.(12) → Eq.(14) → Eq.(13) → Eq.(15).

6. Compute the actual bubble centroid position bc .

7. if (||bc − bco|| < ℎmin) Repeat steps 2-5.
else Re-mesh and repeat steps 1-6 until the desired time is reached.

The Re-mesh step consists on the physics-based criterion calculation, generation of adaptedmeshes and solution interpolation,
described as follows:

- Physics-based criterion calculation. The level-set function � is employed to distinguish the interface between fluids, and
locally refine the mesh when 0 + � < � < 1 − �, where � = 1e − 4. Moreover, to avoid the refinement process to be often
repeated, up to three layers of neighboring cells close to the fluid interface will be refined. This procedure is done to ensure a
good mesh resolution for the interface when it moves in any spatial direction.

- Generation of adapted meshes. At each Re-mesh step, the current mesh and the corresponding physical criterion is pro-
cessed to create the newly mesh. The refinement step is based on an 8-subdivision procedure for tetrahedron elements (See Fig.
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FIGURE 3 Illustration of the regular refinement of a tetrahedron

3). The coarse mesh is refined to the level of resolution needed for the simulation. Moreover, a geometrical criterion is taken
into account at the moment of the subdivision, diminishing the drop on the quality metric from the original cell to its children
cells. The parallel algorithm for the subdivision procedure of a coarse partitioned mesh follows the next steps, where each one
of them are executed independently on every grid subdomain with fixed interfaces:

1. Read mesh to be refined

2. Create a new mesh object and insert the vertex needed from the coarse mesh.

3. New vertex will be created on the edges of the elements. Thus, an edge data structure is used to create new vertex without
duplicate them on the subdomain boundaries.

4. Unique global indexes are assigned according to the old indexes from the parent element to be subdivided.

5. Create new faces and cells according to a criterion to preserve the quality of the coarse mesh.

6. Parallel creation of an HDF5 data file with new mesh.

For step 3 and 4, cells elements can be created uniquely, without duplication on each parallel subdomain, but faces and vertex
need special treatment. For the faces that are shared between two parallel subdomains, the global identification number is just
assigned by the subdomain with the lowest rank and copied to the highest rank. In the case of the vertex elements, that are
shared among many ranks, a master-slave procedure is followed. As indicated in Fig. 4, the edge data structure is sent by each
slave-rank to the master-rank. Here, the master-rank compares the edge information from each slave-rank to avoid duplication
of new mesh elements and establishes a unique global index for the new vertex. Then, the proper information about indexes
is sent back to the slaves-ranks to complete the new mesh. The quality of the refined mesh is important to get good numerical
approximations and results. On the subdivision of tetrahedron cells on step 5, a criterion is followed to ensure that the quality
of the new tetrahedron will have similar quality as the parent cell. This criterion consists of the inner edge of a tetrahedral has
to connect its longest edges to generate eight tetrahedrons that will be similar to the original tetrahedron41. This can be shown
in the Figure 3, where the edge V23V14 was the one chosen between the possible edges V23V14,V13V24 and V12V34, according to
the criterion. Moreover, at each level of refinement, the new mesh is partitioned using the ParMETIS library61 to ensure a good
load balance for its use on parallel computing simulations. (See Fig. 5).

- Solution interpolation. Between time intervals, the solution has to be transferred from one mesh to the newly. For now, we
use a hierarchical cell evaluation mechanism: given any cell in the domain, it provides the value at this point and its hierarchical
position on the octree data structure. Then, an average process is performed for the coarsening, and a pass value is done for the
refinement process in the computational space.

The multiphase solver16,17,19 was designed for general unstructured meshes. Indeed, Eq.(15) applies also to adjacent cells at
a different level, taking into account that this is a particular case of unstructured arrange. The face velocity (Eq.(15)) can also
be expressed, for instance, in terms of the volumetric flux (see Appendix B of13). It means that the sum of the volumetric fluxes
around the cell keeps conservative after the re-meshing process.
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FIGURE 4 Illustration of global Id assignment for a new vertex, shared between processors. LR =Lowest rank;HR =Highest
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The code has been executed on the supercomputersMareNostrum IV and Altamira using up to 144 cores for 3D simulations of
gravity-driven bubbles/droplets. Moreover, the parallel performance for the steps explained in the generation of adapted meshes
has been executed up to 384 CPU-cores showing a good strong speed up for the AMR of a tetrahedral mesh where the size to
be refined was one million tetrahedron cells. This test has been performed in the supercomputer MareNostrum IV. In Figure 6,
is shown the strong speedup for the AMR mesh algorithm, where up to 192 CPU-cores it reaches an efficiency close to 90%

4 NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

In this section, numerical tests for validation are described, and new numerical experiments related to gravity-driven bubbles/-
droplets in regular and complex domains are analyzed. The dimensionless numbers governing gravity-driven flows62,63 are the
Eötvös number (Eo), Morton number (M), Reynolds number (Re), and the ratios of physical properties (density ratio �� and
viscosity ratio ��), defined as follows

Eo =
gd2Δ�
�

, M =
g�41Δ�

�21�
3
, Re =

�1UT d
�1

, �� =
�1
�2
, �� =

�1
�2
, (17)
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FIGURE 5 Parallel partition and the computational grid for the AMR mesh of gravity-driven bubble simulation at different
adaptation times

where subindex 1 refers to the continuous fluid phase, subindex 2 refers to the fluid inside the bubble, d is bubble diameter
and Δ� = �1 − �2 is the density difference between fluids. The terminal bubble velocity is computed by,

UT =
∫Ω2 vydV

∫Ω2 dV
, (18)

and dimensionless time is defined as, t∗ = t
√

g∕d. Furthermore, the grid resolution is established as ℎ = V 1∕3
tet , where Vtet is the

tetrahedron volume, and sphericity (bubble shape) is defined as

� = �d2

∫Ω ||∇�||dV
. (19)

4.1 Advection test
A three-dimensional advection test is presented to assess the method with different grid sizes. A sphere with d = 0.25 is located
at (L∕2; (L∕2) + d;L∕2) in a cubic domain of dimensions [(0, L)3] with L = 2. A velocity field is kept constant in time and is
defined as follows, vx = y −L∕2, vy = x −L∕2 and vz = 0 where x, y and z are the spatial coordinates. Figure 7 shows a time
sequence of the sphere following the rotational velocity field and the corresponding AMR grid with three levels of refinement.
For this test, three different grid sizes ℎ = (d∕30; d∕40; d∕50) have been considered to show the accuracy of the method.

Results of the time evolution for the mass conservation error and sphericity with different grid sizes are shown in figure 8, where
the mass conservation error is calculated by

Mr = [M(t) −M(0)]∕M(0), (20)
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FIGURE 7 Bubble shape and its respective 3D AMR grid for the advection test at different times. (a) t=0, (b) t=3.14, (c) t=6.28

M(t) = ∫
Ω

�dV . (21)

It can be noticed that the mass conservation is well kept for different grid sizes and sphericity tends to unity when the grid size
is reduced.
Furthermore, in figure 9, the initial sphere is compared with its final shape after one rotation around the center of the domain

with the finest grid resolution. As it is shown, the method is capable of keeping a correct spherical shape with an tetrahedral
AMR.

4.2 Three-dimensional buoyant bubble in a cylindrical domain
In this section, the methodology is validated with the rising bubble of an ellipsoidal bubble in a quiescent liquid. The
dimensionless numbers selected are depicted in Table 1.
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FIGURE 8 Time evolution of the (a) mass conservation error and (b) sphericity for different grid resolutions.

(a) (b)

FIGURE 9 Close-up to the bubble shape and AMR grid (ℎ = d∕50) for the (a) initial state and (b) after an entire lap.

Eo logM �1∕�2 �1∕�2
4.88 −4.9 100 100

TABLE 1 Dimensionless numbers for the presented test.

The dimensions of the cylindrical domain are the following: Dcyl = 8d and Hcyl = 8d, where the initial bubble of diameter
d = 0.25 is located at (x, y, z) = (0, d, 0). Moreover, the boundary conditions in the top/bottom walls are no-slip, whereas the
Neumann condition is applied on the lateral walls. The initial mesh is around 54k control volumes, and AMRwas used to achieve
the desired grid resolution in the interface and the near wake (See Fig. 10). The final number of control volumes is presented in
Table 2.
The final bubble shape is consistent with the experimental result of64, where the bubble reached an ellipsoidal shape (see

Figure 11). Moreover, in Figure 12a, the terminal Reynolds number is shown for different grid resolutions.
Fig. 12b reports the order of convergence (p) for the method, which is second order (p≈2), where the L1 norm was measured

as L1 = (Re(ref ) −Re(ℎ))∕Re(ref ), and the solution with the finest grid (ℎ = d∕40) was taken as Re(ref ). Additionally, the
effect of different density/viscosity ratios have been plotted in figure 12c, where the Re number is shown using the finest grid
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FIGURE 10 AMR for the test case Eo = 4.88, logM = −4.9, with a grid resolution of 40 control volumes per diameter at the
interface.

  
(a)

    

(b)

FIGURE 11 (a) Bubble shape for Eo = 4.88, logM = −4.9. (b) Experimental bubble shape by64.

(ℎ = d∕40). The results of these simulations presented a similar outcome when the ratio was increased from 50 to 1000, but for
better computational performance and accuracy the ratio 100 was established for the simulations presented in this paper.
The bubble aspect ratio measured in the experiments by64 is defined by

E = sℎortest radius
longest radius

, (22)

The computed Reynolds number and the bubble aspect ratio are compared to experiments reported by64 (See Table 2). As it
can be shown, our present results are in good agreement with the experimental data.

Case Eo = 4.88, logM = −4.9 Number of control volumes Re E
64 51.7 0.49
Present AMR-CLS (ℎ = d∕25) 7.00e+05 51.90 0.54
Present AMR-CLS (ℎ = d∕30) 9.00e+05 52.23 0.54
Present AMR-CLS (ℎ = d∕35) 1.30e+06 52.46 0.53
Present AMR-CLS (ℎ = d∕40) 2.00e+06 53.00 0.53

TABLE 2 Present Re computations compared with experimental results by64.
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FIGURE 12 Gravity-driven bubble in an infinite domain for Eo = 4.88, logM = −4.9 (a) Grid convergence; (b) Order of
convergence for the method measured by L1 norm; (c) Effect of using different density and viscosity ratios.

4.2.1 Comparison of different convective schemes
The convective term discretization of Eq. (1) is based on unstructured flux-limiters schemes proposed by19,16. Here, L(�f )
denotes the flux-limiter, �f is the upwind ratio of consecutive gradients of the velocity components, as defined in Appendix A
of19. The flux-limiters employed in this assessment are summarized in Table 3, which includes Central Difference (CD), Upwind,
Superbee and SMART limiters65,66,67. The reader is referred to19,16 for more details about the unstructured flux-limiters based
convective schemes, used in this research.

L(�f )
Central difference limiter (CD) 1
TVD Superbee limiter65 max(0, min(2�f , 1), min(2, �f ))
SMART limiter66,67 max(0, min(4�f , 0.75 + 0.25�f , 2))
First-order upwind limiter 0

TABLE 3 Flux limiters L(�f ) used in this work.

In Figure 13a, the Central Difference, Upwind, Smart, and Superbee schemes are compared to the solution of terminal
Reynolds number for the case with Eo = 4.88, logM = −4.9, with the same properties as in Section 4.2, but with a grid res-
olution of d∕40. As can be seen, the use of different flux limiters leads to similar results for terminal Reynolds number and
Superbee scheme will be selected for the next test cases, as it prevents numerical oscillations at discontinuities and minimizes
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numerical diffusion. Furthermore, CLS-AMR shows excellent mass conservation (see Fig. 13b), where the mass conservation
error is calculated by Eqs. 20 and 21.
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FIGURE 13Gravity-driven bubble in an infinite domain for Eo = 4.88, logM = −4.9 (a) Effect of the convective scheme used
to discretize the momentum Eq. (1); (b) Mass conservation error using the finest grid and TVD Superbee flux limiter.

4.2.2 Mesh compression, quality and CPU time
The dynamic mesh adaptation, up to three levels of refinement, increased the initial number of control volumes from 54k to
near 2M . Temporal evolution of the total number of control volumes for this case with Eo = 4.88, logM = −4.9 is depicted
in figure 14a. As it can be seen, the number of control volumes is very stable for the entire simulation. It is important to point
out that the equivalent fixed mesh, with a grid resolution close to three levels of refinement, will contain near 27M of control
volumes, which makes a compression rate equal to 93%.
In section 3.2, a criterion to preserve the quality of the mesh is followed. A quality metric is calculated for each tetrahedron,

to evaluate the mesh quality, given by

� = 12(3v)(2∕3)∕
n
∑

0≤i<j≤3
l2ij , (23)

where v is the volume of the tetrahedron, and lij are the lengths of the tetrahedron edges. Equation 23 is the tetrahedron shape
measure that is equivalent to two commonly shape measures: minimum solid angle and radius ratio (from 0, worst, to 1, best)
(see41). In figure 14b, the temporal evolution of the minimum, maximum and an average over the entire mesh of the quality
metric is presented. It is shown that during the entire simulation the quality is mostly preserved and there are no significant
changes.
For time testing purposes, an unstructured fixed mesh was created for the case Eo = 4.88, logM = −4.9. The fixed mesh

contained a significant density of control volumes near the center of the domain, where the bubble will follow its path (approx-
imately 9M control volumes), reaching a minimum grid size similar to an adaptive mesh with three levels of refinement. The
CPU time for the fixed mesh and the adaptive mesh are displayed in Table 4. The simulations were done with 144 cores in the
Altamira supercomputer. These results show the time to run until t∗ = 2.07, including adaptation times, and reaching a similar
state. From this information, it shows that the simulation time of the adaptive mesh is far less compared with the fixed mesh, and
as shown in figure 14c, the difference in the computed Re number between the fixed and tetrahedral AMR mesh is insignificant.

4.3 Three-dimensional drops in vertical pipes
In this section, the methodology is validated with the rising of different drops in a vertical pipe and the effect of the wall and
the diameter ratio � on the rising motion are researched. Here, additional dimensionless numbers are introduced as EoD =
(gD2Δ�)∕(�), and � = d∕D, where D is the pipe diameter and d the drop diameter. The dimensionless numbers selected are
depicted in Table 5.
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FIGURE 14 Gravity-driven bubble in an infinite domain for Eo = 4.88, logM = −4.9 (a) Temporal evolution of the total
number of control volumes; (b) Temporal evolution of the quality metric defined by Eq. (23); (c) Comparison of the temporal
evolution of Re number between a fixed and tetrahedral AMR mesh both with ℎ = d∕40.

Mesh Level of refinement t∗ = t
√

g∕d CPU T ime(ℎ)
Fixed 0 2.07 104.17
Adaptive mesh 3 2.07 32.87

TABLE 4 Computational times for fixed and tetrahedral adaptive mesh for gravity-driven bubble Eo = 4.88, logM = −4.9,
using 144 cores in Altamira supercomputer.

The dimensions of the cylindrical domain Ω are the following: D = 0.5 and H = 7.0∗D. For the case A and B, the initial
drop of diameter d = �∗D is located at (x, y, z) = (0, d, 0). For the case C, an initial condition consisting in a cylinder with
an equivalent volume to an sphere with d = �∗D was located at (x, y, z) = (0, d, 0). Moreover, the boundary conditions in
the top/bottom walls are Neumann conditions, whereas the no-slip condition is applied on the lateral walls. The initial mesh is
around 27k control volumes, and AMR was used to achieve the desired grid resolution (ℎ = D∕120) in the interface and the
near wake (See Fig. 15). The approximate final number of control volumes are presented in Table 6.
The computed Reynolds number and drop shapes are compared to experiments and correlation reported by68 (See Table 6

and Figures 15,16). As it can be shown, our present results are consistent with the experimental and calculated results of68.
Moreover, as the diameter ratio is increased, the shapes go from a deformed spheroidal to a Taylor drop with bullet shape. For the
case C, the Taylor drop gets a spheroidal shape at the nose and is flat at the rear. Here, these test cases illustrate the importance
of the diameter ratio �, as a parameter that control the drop shape and velocity, where a drop will turn into a bullet shape when
it has overpassed a critical value, as it has been explained by68.
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Case EoD logM �1∕�2 �1∕�2 �
A 31.0 −4.8 1.245 0.8620 0.30
B 31.0 −4.8 1.245 0.8620 0.54
C 31.0 −4.8 1.245 0.8620 1.23

TABLE 5 Dimensionless numbers for the presented tests.
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FIGURE 15 (a) AMR for the test case EoD = 31.0, logM = −4.8, � = 1.23, with an effective grid resolution of 120 control
volumes per tube diameter at the interface. (b) Terminal Re number for EoD = 31.0, logM = −4.8 with different �

Case Number of control volumes Reexp Recal Re
A 7.00e+05 24.26 21.84 24.77
B 1.80e+06 36.90 40.47 38.95
C 3.20e+06 74.95 67.44 80.62

TABLE 6 Present Re computations compared with experimental Reexp by68 and calculated Recal by68.

4.4 Three-dimensional buoyant bubble in a vertical pipe
In this section, the density and viscosity ratios are increased and the methodology is validated with the rising of a bubble in a
vertical pipe and the effect of the wall on the rising motion is researched. The dimensionless numbers selected for the first test
are depicted in Table 7.

Eo logM �1∕�2 �1∕�2 �
3.00 −6.0 100 100 0.5

TABLE 7 Dimensionless numbers for the first presented test.

The dimensions of the cylindrical domain Ω are the following: Dcyl = 2d and Hcyl = 14d, whereas the diameter ratio
� = d∕Dcyl = 0.5. The initial bubble of diameter d = 0.25 is located at (x, y, z) = (0, d, 0). Moreover, the boundary conditions
in the top/bottom walls are Neumann conditions, whereas the no-slip condition is applied on the lateral walls. The initial mesh is
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(a) (b) (c)

FIGURE 16 Experimental image68 (top) and present computation (bottom) for bubble shape with EoD = 31.0, logM = −4.8
(a) � = 0.30, (b) � = 0.54, (c) � = 1.23.

Case Eo = 3.0, logM = −6 Number of control volumes Re
63 Infinite domain 85
17 DNS 9.00e+05 57
Present AMR-CLS (ℎ = d∕60) 1.60e+06 56

TABLE 8 Present Re computations compared with experimental results (infinite domain) by63, and numerical results by17.

around 27k control volumes, and AMR was used to achieve the desired grid resolution (ℎ = Dcyl∕120) in the interface, nearby
the walls and in the near wake (See Fig. 17). The final number of control volumes is presented in Table 8.
Figure 18a shows the time evolution for the Reynolds number and the bubble shape. The observed Re is lower compared

to the experimental Reynolds for an infinite domain, due to the increase of the drag force when the bubble is very close to the
walls. Moreover, the bubble shape reaches a consistent ellipsoidal shape, and its motion is aligned with the symmetry axis of
the computational domain.
The computed Reynolds number is compared to experiments, for infinite domain, reported by63 and numerical results in a

confined domain presented by17(See Table 8). The scale factor relation SF , suggested by62, is a velocity relation given for the
influence of the wall on the single bubble rise velocity, which is defined by

SF = UT ∕UT∞ (24)
For this case, with d∕Dcyl = 0.5, and according to Eq. (24), the present numerical result is SFnum = 0.66, which agrees well

with the value given by62 with SF = 0.64 . In Figure 17, the vorticity field is shown and presents the formation of a double
vortex at the bottom of the bubble with the opposite direction. Moreover, the presence of counter-rotating vortices at the walls,
which increases the total drag, are shown. This phenomenon leads to achieve terminal conditions within a short distance of the
bubble release.
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(a) (b)

FIGURE 17 (a) AMR for the test case Eo = 3.0, logM = −6.0, with an effective grid resolution of 120 control volumes per
pipe diameter at the interface. (b) Vorticity field for Eo = 3.0, logM = −6.0.
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FIGURE 18 Terminal Reynolds number and final shape for (a) Eo = 3.0, logM = −6.0; (b) Eo = 11.0,M = 2.6e − 11.

As a second validation test in this section, the terminal Re is increased and the dimensionless numbers are depicted in Table
9. The initial mesh, AMR details, initial and boundary conditions are the same as the first test case.

Eo M �1∕�2 �1∕�2 �
11.0 2.6e − 11 100 100 0.50

TABLE 9 Dimensionless numbers for the second validation test.

Figure 18b shows the time evolution for the Reynolds number and the final shape of the bubble, which presents deformations
accordingly to the wobbling regime. Experimental and numerical results are compared with our present calculations, regarding
the scale factor relation, suggested by69,

SF = UT ∕UM (25)
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Case Eo = 11.0,M = 2.6e − 11, � = 0.5 SF
Experiment69 ∼ [0.66-0.69]
Eq. (27)62 0.65
Numerical simulation71 0.69
Present AMR-CLS 0.65

TABLE 10 Present SF computations compared with experimental results by69, correlation62 and numerical results by71.

where UM is defined by the Mendelson equation70,

UM =

√

2�
�1d

+
gd
2
. (26)

Moreover,62 suggested a correlation for the SF in this regime, given by

SF = [1 − (d∕Dcyl)2]3∕2. (27)
Our numerical result is presented in Table 10. In the wobbling regime, the velocity tends to oscillate so the terminal average

velocity was calculated for SF , by discarding the initial overshoot (startup influences of the simulation) at t∗ = 0.6. The
comparison was made against experiments, correlations and numerics found in the literature, where our result compares fair
well with these references.

4.5 Three-dimensional buoyant bubble in a complex pipe
Pipes with complex configurations, as coiled tubes, are widely present on the nuclear and chemical process due to its compactness
in volume and high efficiency in heat transfer1. In the earlier section, the methodology was validated with the rising of a bubble
in a vertical pipe, where the bubble velocity decreases due to the wall and the bubble deformed into an ellipsoidal shape. In this
section, we investigate the rising of a bubble in a complex pipe and the effect of the wall on the rising motion. The dimensionless
numbers selected are the same to the case in section 4.2, and are depicted in Table 11.

Eo M �1∕�2 �1∕�2
4.88 1.25e − 05 100 100

TABLE 11 Dimensionless numbers for the presented test.

The dimensions of the domain are shown in the figure 19, where the initial bubble of diameter d = 0.25 is located at (x, y, z) =
(0, d, 0). Moreover, the boundary conditions in the lateral walls are no-slip, whereas the Neumann condition is applied to the
top/bottom walls. The initial mesh is around 80k control volumes, and AMR was used to achieve the desired grid resolution
(ℎ = d∕60) in the interface and the near wake at different time moments (See Fig. 19). The final number of control volumes
was around 2.2M.
Figure 20 shows the terminal Reynolds number as the bubble travel through the pipe. The bubble rises because of buoyancy,

where a pair of counter-rotating vortices appear at the bottom, making a cunning of the lower surface. With this deformation, the
surface tension force and the viscous drag are increased, making the bubble to decelerate until reach an equilibrium. However,
as the pipe presents a deviation, the bubble reaches the wall, which increments the drag force and the bubble drastically decrease
its velocity and changes its shape to more spherical due to the increase of surface tension force provoked by the formation of
different vortex near the wall (see Figs. 21 and 20). Along the inclined wall, the velocity and shape keep stable, where a vortex
in the contact point between the bubble and the wall prevents its attachment. Moreover, it presents a sliding motion for this
inclination angle. Later on, when the bubble gets into a rectilinear section of the pipe, it is velocity increase until it reaches an
equilibrium, similar to the first section of the pipe.
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(a) (b)

FIGURE 19 (a) Configuration and dimensions of the computational domain. (b) 3D AMR grid for the test case Eo = 4.88,
M = 1.25e − 05, with an minimum grid resolution of 60 control volumes per diameter at the interface.
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FIGURE 20 Terminal Reynolds number for Eo = 4.88,M = 1.25e − 05.

5 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we introduce a parallel adaptive tetrahedral-mesh refinement algorithm for two-phase flows in complex computa-
tional domains. The proposed methodology consisted in the coupling of the tetrahedral Adaptive Mesh Refinement algorithm
presented in this work, with a finite-volume / level-set method for collocated unstructured meshes introduced in16,13,17. This
methodology allows reproducing the main features of three-dimensional two-phase flows with surface tension, combining an
accurate representation of the interface, proper mass conservation, and a reduction of the computational effort in comparison
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FIGURE 21 Vorticity field and its respective 3D AMR grid for Eo = 4.88,M = 1.25e − 05 at different bubble positions.

with fixed meshes. Moreover, the AMR follows a regular refinement division of the tetrahedron element, taking into account a
geometrical criterion to preserve the mesh quality and enabling the use of non-conforming meshes.
Numerical tests involving gravity-driven bubble/droplet in regular and complex domains are used to evaluate the efficacy of

themethod reported. For the case of the gravity-driven bubble in an infinite domain, the terminal Reynolds number and the aspect
ratio compare well with the results of experimental reference. Besides, the use of different convective schemes shows similar
results for this case and the mass conservation is preserved. Moreover, the mesh compression, mesh quality and CPU-times were
assessed proven the method to be efficient and to keep a proper quality metric.
The methodology was validated against the rising motion of droplets in a pipe, with different diameter ratios, going from

deformed spheroidal to Taylor droplets. The numerical results showed the ability to reproduce, in a fair manner, the terminal
velocity, and droplet shape when the diameter ratio was increased and the wall effect became significant. In simulations of the
gravity-driven bubble in a pipe, the terminal Reynolds number agrees well with the numerical reference using a fixed grid.
Moreover, the scale factor, for cases with wall influence, shows good agreement with the experiments, correlation equations and
numerical references. Finally, for the test of gravity-driven in a complex domain, terminal Reynolds number, final shape, and
flow field are shown. The wall effect produces a decrease in the velocity, increasing the drag forces which makes the bubble to be
more spherical. Moreover, the simulation presents an inclined section, where the bubble has shown a sliding motion accordingly
to the inclination angle described.
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The tests presented indicate that the numerical methods described are quite useful for the direct numerical simulation of
two-phase flows in complex domains.
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